Alchemi 212
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Across
1 Sensitive sort of point
certain to follow the
rejection of home counties
posh accent (8)
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5 One young person with
no flat key (1,5)
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10 Writer's nurse misses
the point, in general (2,5)
15

11 Some whalemeat a
blessing as food (7)
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13 Points of agreement
from householder's first
energy bills (5)
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16 Heavens - five, six in
there are servants! (8)

21 Constrict soft part of
foot (5)
23 Insists that returning
without a pelt changing
hands is nerve-wracking
(9)
25 Gardener's assistant
heading for town before
getting into fight (7)
27 Second-rate lubrication
makes a point pretty hot
(7)
28 Soldiers at quay pointed
weapon (6)
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15 Big hit? Small potatoes!
(5)

20 In Northampton, a
director reaches low point
(5)
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12 Bodyguard silly to
accept point before not
being fit (9)

19 Getting the point
through as bad-mannered
fellow swallows nicer meal
(8)
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29 Ding-dong battle sets
Gulf off (8)

7 Turning over refuse
container makes writer's
point (3)

Down

8 Animals getting up
before the sun for
perennial grasses (5)

1 Last couple of
sandwiches found in part
of church are extremely
gloopy (8)
2 Former prisoner left old
fiddle inside this point in
America! (11)

9 Key point essential to
contingents having a lot to
eat (8)

3 One being sick on the
pavement is a brick (9)

14 One man with a little
US currency getting hold
of old newspaper early
(5,2,4)

4 Old official to take over
from after losing one
pound (5)

16 Two ships, the one
carrying coati skin, the
other gold, are cutters (8)

6 School lesson cut short
with constant interruption
at vital point (5)

17 Point of perspective in
shaving poorly (9)
18 It will help people see

wreck missing odd bits
coming in to land (3,5)
21 Point of presentation:
rivers surround our people
(5)
22 A lot of people
reportedly patronised
brothels (5)
24 Dance, holding back
initially to be disobedient
(5)
26 Point little stone
upwards (3)

